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Improving Forms Workflows through Point of Service Data Capture: Case Studies 
 
Point of service data capture using real-time forms automation software reduces data entry time by as 
much as 67% and reduces data entry errors by as much as 50%.  This paper highlights cases from the 
areas of healthcare, field inspections and emergency response.  Each case study elucidates the mobile 
information and data capture field, covering digital writing software that enables an efficient and effective 
real-time process for capturing and communicating handwritten data using digital ink.  Specific solution 
components such as digital ink capture hardware, handwriting interpretation, verification, data validation, 
and communication of forms based data for enterprise users are covered.  Each case study describes the 
customer’s previous process and pain points, the implemented Tablet PC-based forms automation 
solution, and ROI details. 
 
Technical Background 
 
Tablet PCs can immediately convert digitized handwriting (“digital ink”) into computer-usable text using 
real-time handwriting recognition technology.  By adopting writing style and recognition engine 
configuration paradigms found commonly in structured scanned forms processing implementations, the 
described forms automation software system gives very high handwriting recognition accuracy (~98% for 
alphabetic fields, ~99% for numeric fields).  Literature from the handwriting recognition field shows that 
real-time handwriting recognition provides higher accuracy than scanned image recognition.  A Tablet PC 
forms automation software system can provide a paper-like user interface, which users adopt more 
quickly and readily in a mobile usage scenario than user interfaces designed for the mouse and the 
keyboard.  Minimizing training time with the most natural and comfortable interface can significantly 
increase the user adoption and overall success of mobile applications. In addition, a built-in scripting 
environment allows any function a computer is capable of performing to happen during the course of 
form-filling, such as data exporting, form pre-filling or validation rule-checking.  Many organizations are 
adopting Tablet PC forms automation to improve previously paper-based business processes such as 
inspections, new account applications, emergency reporting, and nursing documentation. 
 
Case Study A: 
 
The Diagnostic Audiology Department at Boston Children’s Hospital works with infants, children and 
adolescents with varying degrees of hearing loss. This Department handles more than 16,000 patient 
visits each year and is staffed by a dedicated group of employees, some of whom have been working 
there for more than 25 years. Until recently, patient examination data was recorded on paper, requiring 
staff to handwrite patient information as well as record audiometer readings by hand, including 
complicated graphs. The forms were later typed into the system, as well as scanned and archived, 
resulting in a very inefficient and time-consuming process to process the data.  
 
Dr. Brian Fligor, director of the Department, decided that automating this paper process at the point of 
patient service was critical to improve efficiency and provide better patient care. He chose to implement 
an electronic forms solution, Mi-Forms, on Tablet PCs because no other forms solution offered the ease 
of use and natural feel of handwritten data.  
 
The Mi-Forms mobile forms solution has allowed the staff to continue working with a familiar form layout, 
which looks and feels much like their previous paper form, yet is fully electronic. This comfortable and 
natural interface minimizes user training time and discomfort with new technology. Their audiometer 
machines have been directly integrated into Mi-Forms, which captures and displays patient exam 
readings automatically. Once the exam is complete and the form is finished, data is sent automatically to 
the hospital’s Cerner backend system. Having all exam information available in their central system, 
without manual keying or scanning, has saved tremendous amounts of staff time and made it easier to 
access complete patient history data for evaluation and comparison of current and past test results. This 
allows the staff to provide better care to their patients, since they have easy and immediate access to all 
of the relevant historical information. Automating their paper forms processes has also made compliance 
with regulations much easier. All patient chart information is immediately and only electronic, complying 
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with industry and governmental requirements for fully electronic health records and making reporting 
quick and easy. 
 
Finally, according to Dr. Fligor, by improving efficiency and saving time Mi-Forms could reduce staff 
administrative and data entry duties enough to allow him to see another 800 patients next year. This 
means an increase in revenue to the Department without an increase in staff, and a resulting 
payback/return on investment which is significant. Not only has the Mi-Forms electronic forms solution 
allowed them to improve service, they will also increase revenue, which means the hospital thinks he’s a 
hero, says Dr. Fligor. 
 
 
 
Case Study B: 
 
Bonita Springs Fire Department uses Tablet PC hardware from Gateway and forms automation software 
to collect inspection data for building fire safety directly at the point of service.  The previous paper-based 
processes resulted in a large backlog of paper forms to be keyed into the Department’s Microsoft Access 
database system and severely delayed the time it took for inspection results to be available for customer 
review. Fire Marshall Mike Goodman had three goals for forms automation at the point of service: 
 
1. Move the department towards a paperless workflow 
2. Increase the speed of data availability 
3. Control administrative and clerical costs 
 
In their old process, Bonita Springs’ inspectors began their day by picking up a packet of inspection 
forms. These included basic data on the client and the type of inspection to be conducted, along with a 
number of inspection forms that needed to be filled out manually at the customer site. Once the 
inspection form was completed, the customer would be presented with a receipt verifying the results of 
the inspection. At the end of the day, inspectors would return to the main office where they would turn in 
their forms to clerical staff who would then type the information into the department’s Microsoft Access 
database. In addition, clerical staff would often need to setup a reminder in the database to schedule any 
necessary follow-up inspections. This process was inefficient because it required dual entry of the data, 
both at the site and again at the main office, which increased the likelihood of errors, took valuable time 
away from clerical staff, and increased the amount of time before the data was readily available.  
 
An electronic version of the fire inspection report was created in Mi-Forms, and today Bonita Springs Fire 
Department inspectors are more efficient. Their new daily workflow begins when they come into the office 
in the morning to pick up their schedules for the day. When they arrive at an inspection site they open up 
the Mi-Forms client which uses VB.Net scripting to automatically synchronize form data with the Access 
database through a secure VPN. This allows the Mi-Forms software to pre-fill basic client information on 
the necessary inspection forms. Once an inspection is complete the inspector uploads the information 
directly to the Access database where it becomes immediately available. Goodman notes that this ability 
to synchronize from the field “has transformed the division’s data entry processes from a manual system 
with a one-day turn around to a fully electronic system where information is updated in real-time.” As a 
result, customers are able to check on inspection results the same day. This is valuable for Bonita 
Spring’s many new construction clients who need to know as soon as possible whether or not they need 
to make adjustments to their buildings in order to meet fire codes.     
 
In addition, the Mi-Forms server automatically sends a PDF copy of the completed form to an electronic 
archive providing a seamless and secure way to store inspection results in a format that is easily 
accessible. The Mi-Forms system also uses the data to immediately schedule follow-up inspections 
without clerical staff intervention. Once the inspectors have completed these electronic forms, they finish 
by printing a copy on the Canon IP-90 portable printers housed in their trucks, which they leave with the 
customer as a receipt.  
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Since the project’s full roll-out, Goodman has seen major progress towards the goals he set out to 
achieve. His data turn-around time has been reduced from one day to only a few minutes, and he has 
been able to control his clerical costs by eliminating the need for re-entry of the data and by vastly 
reducing the number of paper forms needed in his office.  
 
 
 
Case Study C: 
 
Established in 1933, Lakewood Fire District 2 is located in Washington State, about 40 miles south of 
Seattle. Each year they respond to thousands of calls in their suburban district. According to federal 
guidelines, Lakewood is required to gather and report specific data about each of these incidents. 
Currently this data is submitted as part of the National Fire Incident reporting system. However, in the 
next few years that system is likely to be replaced by the far more detailed National Emergency Medical 
Service Information System (NEMSIS) which will interface with local EMS solutions via the XML standard. 
This change presents fire departments like Lakewood with a serious challenge in meeting data-entry 
requirements. As a result, many facilities are currently investigating mobile data capture solutions that will 
allow them to get vital information straight from the emergency scene into their back-end databases.  
 
Training Lieutenant Jay Sumerlin has seen the writing on the wall, and he believes that paper systems 
will be insufficient to meet the efficiency and accuracy demands of future NEMSIS integration. Sumerlin 
notes that if he is forced to hire new clerical employees to meet the increased data requirements his 
“costs just skyrocket.”  Instead, he decided to develop a software solution that would improve the 
efficiency of data capture without the cost of additional personnel.  At the same time, he realized that his 
emergency responders needed a solution that was fast, secure, and most importantly, easy to use.  
 
In September of 2006, Sumerlin began using Mi-Co Mi-Forms to develop an electronic version of 
Lakewood’s “short form.” This basic form is used to document minor incidents such as small brush fires or 
minor car accidents. Sumerlin notes that he was drawn to Mi-Co’s Mi-Forms handwriting recognition 
electronic forms solution because “Mi-Co Mi-Forms gave us the flexibility to be creative to accomplish 
exactly what we wanted to do.”  
 
Prior to implementing a point of service data solution, Lakewood relied heavily on an all paper process 
that required data to be gathered multiple times. First, the emergency responder gathered data from the 
scene, and then administrative staff would transcribe that data from handwritten forms into an electronic 
database. In this system data accuracy was heavily affected by poor handwriting and the use of short-
hand symbols.  
 
Mi-Co staff, fellow Lieutenant Curtis Zieseniss, and Sumerlin were able to translate Lakewood’s “short 
form” into an electronic Mi-Forms form. This document consists of 3 pages, two of which are primarily for 
narrative text. It has 19 verification rules that ensure that all necessary data is complete before the form is 
submitted. The “short form” utilizes several different types of input fields including: picklists, checkboxes, 
constrained text fields for enhanced accuracy, freeform fields for signatures, and InkEdit fields for 
narrative entry.  
 
After testing and development, Lakewood Fire District 2 began a full implementation of the electronic 
“short form.” Today, when a call is placed the data is immediately routed to the District’s FireRMS 
database system from BioKey, which runs on a SQL Server. Then the data is automatically pre-filled in 
the incident data section of the electronic “short form.” This gives emergency responders immediate 
access to necessary information, while simultaneously minimizing the amount of data that they need to fill 
in. 
 
Once the emergency responder arrives on the scene, he can log all activity directly in the electronic “short 
form” in the narrative entry section. This section has been fully customized to support short-hand buttons 
that allow emergency responders to use familiar symbols that are automatically translated into full text. 
After completing the narrative section, the form is uploaded back to the FireRMS database eliminating the 
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need for clerical staff to copy the data into the system manually. This direct synchronization is more 
secured than paper, and it improves data accuracy since clerical personnel don’t have to interpret hastily 
written forms.   
 
Sumerlin notes that thus far he and his coworkers have been very pleased with the Mi-Forms solution, 
“We have already been talking to other fire departments in the area about the benefits of the system.” In 
fact, Lakewood has chosen to continue their relationship with Mi-Co by expanding their electronic forms 
library to include a more complex document called the Advanced Life Support/EMS Support Form or 
“long form.” This form is required by the state of Washington and is designed to document the status of 
patients in an emergency situation. At present, the form is about fourteen pages long and will utilize the 
same pre-fill synchronization technology as the “short form.” In addition, the “long form” will also support 
barcode and image data input that will be gathered via a built-in barcode reader and digital camera on the 
new Motion C5 slate tablet PCs the District plans to purchase. Once complete, the electronic “long form” 
will give firefighters and EMTs the ability to quickly enter vital statistics on the patient’s health progression 
directly on-site and en route to the hospital.  
 
Sumerlin plans to continue improving the capabilities of his District by installing cellular internet cards in 
each of the 14 vehicles in his department in order to provide mobile hotspots for his responders in the 
field. Sumerlin is confident about the continued efficiency and accuracy gains his District will achieve from 
these solutions. As he put it “there is no better way to get data than from the person who was actually 
there.”  
 
Summary 
 
Point of service data capture using forms automation software and Tablet PCs alleviates numerous 
paperwork pains by eliminating inaccuracies due to manual keying of forms data and preventing illogical, 
incomplete, or inconsistent form field entries; this is especially useful for mobile workers.  In the first case, 
a large hospital was able to realize vast improvements in their ability to capture and share vital patient 
information, thus improving their quality of care and increasing the number of revenue generating 
encounters.  The second case described how the real-time forms automation software increased the 
efficiency of Bonita Springs’ fire inspectors.  Implementation of the mobile data capture system resulted in 
reduction in information turn-around from one day to five minutes.  The third case illustrates how point of 
service data capture through forms automation software on Tablet PCs can increases accuracy and 
quality of data while reducing costs.  The Lakewood Fire District was able to increase the quality of data 
input, and process the data more quickly, which prevented significant increases in administrative costs.  
The organizations highlighted in each of these cases experienced a great return on investment, through 
increased productivity, better data, and money saved. 
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